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How to make a better mnemonic
How to make a better mnemonic:

1.) Make the remembered sentence more easily remembered: shorter, more logical, or more funny or more silly.  If this
sentence is too difficult to remember, you might as well just recite the actual set of words that you want to remember.

2.) Each word reminds you of a word to remember.  Instead of matching just the first letter, match two or more letters,
better yet make it rhyme or echo the set of words to be remembered.

3.) Perhaps add a picture, to visualize the idea.

Example: For remembering Methane, Ethane, Propane, and Butane

use: Meet  Ethan,    Professional  Butler.

MEeT  ETHANe  PROpane BUTane

Alternate mnemonic:  Me Eat Peanut Butter (Me Go to College, Learn Big Words.)

Another alternative:  Mary Eats Peaches But Paul Has Had Only Nine Donuts.

For the first ten alkanes: Methane, Ethane, Propane, Butane, Pentane,

Hexane, Heptane, Octane, Nonane, and Decane



Memorize the Elements by Pronouncing Them in Periodic Table Order

•
• Students are often afraid that their introductory chemistry class will have a test question with a blank periodic table where they are asked to fill in the blanks.  This is an inappropriate

task for beginners as even experts don't see examples of many of the elements and the experts look up the rarer elements when needed.  However, as a chemistry major progresses
higher in the chemistry curriculum, it is natural to learn most of the table by familiarity.  In an advanced inorganic chemistry course, where each of the Groups are studied in detail, a
good general question could be:

•
• Given a blank periodic table, fill in the blanks.  Give the atomic number, symbol, and name. Question for Chem 316 (Advanced Inorganic Chemistry)
•
• Pronouncing the Periodic Table
•
• A way to learn the order of the symbols (to complement the study of the reactions) is to pronounce the symbols (with a few vowel sounds added).
•
• Heh Hee
•
• Lih Bee Buh Cah N O F Nee
•
• Nah Mig Al Si P S ClAr
•
• Kuh Cah Scuh Ti V Crr Min Fee Coh Nee Cuu Zin Gah Gee Ahs See Brr Ker
•
• Rib Sir WhY Zirr Nib Moe Tick Ruu Ruh Puhd Agg Cid Inn Sin Sibb Tee Ih Xee
•
• Ciss Bah Lah Haf Ta W Ree Oss Irr Pit Au Hig Till Pibb Bi Poh At Rin
•
• Firr Rah
•
• Ceh Pirr Ned Pim Sim Euu Gad Tib Dye Hoe Err Tim Yibb Luu
•
• The Pah U Nip Puu Am Cim Bek Caf Ess Fam Med No Lar
•
•
• Make each of the elements a "sound" or "pronounced group", like a phoneme.
•
• From linguistics, a phoneme (pronounced Foh-Neem) is one of a group of distinctive sounds that make up the words of a language.



The best mnemonic device for the Aufbau order of orbitals
is the periodic table itself

Why use this?



Electronegativity: Pronounce the mnemonic, FONClBrISCHP
The only essential ones after that are Boron, Silicon, and the metals.
The second period lets all majors remember some standard values:

Li (1.0), Be (1.5), B (2.0), C (2.5), N (3.0), O (3.5), F (4.0),
also H and P have coincidentally, nearly the same value, 2.1

Thus, the only bonds polar enough to have Hydrogen bonding are H-F, H-O, and H-N.



Mnemonic for diatomic molecules: FONClBrIH



Even-numbered isotopes dominate over odd

Tin has ten



Essential amino acids
must be in our diet

Mnemonic: TV TILL PM AH



Base pairing, p.199 top

CUT the pyr rim.



Biochemistry: Krebs’ Cycle

• Krebs’ cycle (Citric acid cycle, Tricarboxylic acid cycle)
• Remember: Caesar’s Armies Invaded Other Kingdoms

Searching For Many Oranges.
• Citrate, Aconitate, Isocitrate, Oxalosuccinate, alpha-

Ketoglutarate, Succinate, Fumarate, Malate, Oxaloacetate
• Also, see the structures, they are the logical next reactions

when you know organic mechanisms.



• Pericyclic reactions (use Woodward-Hoffman rules)

– Electrocyclic reactions
– Remember : TOC for
Thermal, Even (number of electron pairs)  Conrotatory
Photochemical, Even  Disrotatory
Photochemical, Odd  Conrotatory
Thermal, Odd  Disrotatory
In each row leave one factor the same, the other two must

change, because if you change orbital symmetry
(odd/even), you must change the way it reacts.



Greek and Latin roots



Ion flow and electron flow in wet cells

Anode (Greek: “up-way”)Cathode
(Greek for
“down-way”)

Compare:
Anabolism as
in anabolic
steroids
(building up),
Analysis
(breaking up)

Compare:
catabolism
(breaking down),
catapult

Cations are so named
because they move
toward the cathode.

Cations are “paws-itive”
(positive) because
cats have paws.

Anions are so named
because they move
toward the anode.

The name anion has
a hard “n” sound,
reminding you that
it is negative.







Element Abundance in Universe

“Important Elements”
by P. G. Nelson,
J. Chemical Education,
Sept. 1991, p.732.



Element Abundance in Earth’s Crust



Element Abundance in Ocean



Element Abundance in Air



Element Abundance in Cells



So, which
elements should
we know?

Answer: The most
abundant of each
of those classes.
Also, the most
useful ones.

How to remember
the elements having
Latin symbols.



Three Particle model of the Atom



“Do as you oughta’, add acid to watah.”


